Day 1

Use and structure

1. Talking about the way actions are performed: 你话说得太快
2. Talking about sequence with 以 hòu
3. Ordinal numbers: dì 一, dì 二

Quiz: Lesson 14 vocabulary, Pinyin to English

Day 2

Use and structure

1. Practice talking about the way that actions are performed
2. Practice talking about sequence with 以 hòu
3. Practice with ordinal numbers: dì 一, dì 二, etc.
4. More practice expressing location with respect to some reference point: 车站的对 miàn 有一个书店

Quiz: Lesson 14 vocabulary, English to Pinyin

Homework: Hand in Focus on Chinese Characters 1–7

Day 3

Use and structure

1. Paraphrasing with 也就是说
2. Giving advice: 请你说慢一点儿 and bié + V
3. Saying to keep on doing some action: 一 zhí + V
4. 会 to indicate future

Quiz: Lesson 14 characters, recognition

Homework: Focus on Chinese Characters 8–11

Day 4

Communication

1. Dialogue Practice 14A
2. Practice giving advice and telling others what they should and should not do
3. Practice paraphrasing information with 也就是说

Quiz: Memorization or dictation, selections from Dialogue 14A
Homework: Hand in *Focus on Structure*

**Day 5**

*Use and structure*

1. Talking about duration with 多 jiǔ

2. Variations of the expression 再见：一会儿见, 明天见, etc.

3. Sequence with 以 hòu: Do *Focus on Structure* 4 in class. Then use the information in the exercise to talk about Xiao Xie’s activities yesterday.

4. Location with respect to a reference point: Do *Focus on Structure* 9 in class. Project the map on a transparency or PowerPoint slide and have the class identify the location of each place in complete sentences, using the direction words in the box above the map on page 280.

**Quiz:** Lesson 14 characters, writing and recognition

**Homework:** Do *Listening for Information*

**Day 6**

*Communication:* In class, do *Focus on Communication* 1, 4, and 5. Exercise 5 is a paired activity in which students interview a classmate.

**Quiz:** Dictation or memorization, selections from *Dialogue* 14B

**Homework:** *Focus on Communication* 2 and 3 (For Exercise 2, have students type responses and email them to you.)

**Day 7**

*Homework:* Assign *Structure Drills*. Return all homework, address problems.

*Class activity:* Translation competition

**Day 8**

*Test:* Lesson 14